
  FEBRUARY 2021 

   NEWSLETTER 

Piechart 

The students of grade 5 did an activity named, 'Piechart'. In this activity, they recorded 
the hours of their daily activities such as watching TV, playing, reading and colouring. 
They created the pie chart using above data. They understood the concept 
of representing data in a circular graph. 

https://youtu.be/W-_4lbtm9kk 

    Birthdate Using Matchstick 

The students of grade 2 performed an activity 
related to geometry. They wrote dates of their 
birthdays using matchsticks. They enjoyed 
doing such a creative work and learnt about 
geometry in an innovative way. 



Charts 

The students of grade 2 made beautiful 
charts on days' names in Hindi. They made 
colourful charts and learnt the spellings of 
days' names through this activity. They 
were excited and happy while performing 
the activity. 

    Making of a Bill 

The students of grade 5 did an activity named, 
'Making of a Bill'. In this activity, they created their 
own bills of different items purchased by them, 
their rates and the total amount using MS Excel. 
This activity 
helped them in developing observational skills. 

Poster Making on 'Save Our Environment' 

The students of grade 2 made posters based on the 
EVS topic 'Save Our Environment'. They were very 
happy while performing this activity and made 
beautiful posters. Also, they learnt the different 
ways to save our environment. 



Types of Habitat 

The students of grade 6 did an activity named, ‘Types of Habitat'. In 
this activity, they made models describing different types of habitats. 
They understood the characteristic features of different habitats and 
also learnt about the different types of adaptations. 

The Offline Fraud 

The students of grade 9 enjoyed doing the virtual street play on the topic, ‘The 
Offline Fraud'. Creative dramatics help the students develop interpersonal skill, 
confidence, concentration, language and communication skills. It also encour-
ages them to co-operate and understand the world around them. The prime mo-
tive behind organising such kind of activities is to make them acquainted with 
the real life challenges prevalent in the developing sector of the society. 
https://youtu.be/GWFWHHPO7E4 

Geoboard 

The students of grade 6 did an activity named, ‘Geoboard’. In this activity, 
they created the different types of shapes using geoboard and board 
pins .They calculated the perimeter of the shapes also. This activity helped 
them in understanding the concept of geometry well.  
https://youtu.be/ZhP5354KroA 



Shabd Vichar 

The students of grade 8 were asked questions by the teacher during the 
quiz based on the Hindi Grammar lesson, ‘Shabd Vichar’. All of them 
were enthusiastic during the quiz and answered to the questions with 
full confidence. 
https://youtu.be/3Dk3GNY4Ds4 
 
 

National Science Day 

National Science Day is celebrated in India on 28 February each year to mark 
the discovery of the Raman effect by Indian physicist Sir C. V. Raman on 28 
February 1928. 
On the occasion of National Science Day, the students of grades 4 to 9 partici-
pated in poster making, essay writing and fun with science based activities. Na-
tional Science Day was celebrated to spread a message about the importance of 
science used in the daily life and also to give an opportunity to the scientific 
minded students of A.T.S Valley School to show their talent. 

Modes of Transport 

The kids of UKG went on a virtual tour to know about 
the different modes of transport. They saw the three 
modes of transport such as road, water and air transport. 
They were very excited and happy while being on the 
tour. Also, they came to know how the different modes 
of transport help us in our daily lives. 



‘Masti Ki Pathshala’ 

The students of grades 6-8 had a virtual ‘Masti Ki Pathshala’. They 
showed their amazing hidden talent while teaching others in creative 
ways. They sang beautiful songs and worked cooperatively with each 
other. They attended the practice sessions with full enthusiasm before the 
final Masti Ki Pathshala.  
https://youtu.be/xCoUoKSrTWA 
https://youtu.be/ajZPasB_CzM 
https://youtu.be/VDQZgXkPGmU 

Virtual Annual Function 

Grades Foundation to 5 celebrated their first ever Virtual Annual 
Function. Children practiced effortlessly for many days and definitely 
put up a great show. It was fun to watch them on a virtual platform. 
The show was premiered via school's YouTube channel. The whole month's 
hard work brought spectacular results. 
https://youtu.be/I_xM3gqrVwk 
https://youtu.be/DxA3T27P2jo 
https://youtu.be/sfVJFhbMUV0 



True North- Building Character  

Self-Control 
Mirror Image: One child will be the person and others become the 
mirror. The students who are the mirrors should mimic the other 
student’s movements, facial expressions, etc. just as if they were a 
mirror. They’ll really have to pay close attention and be aware of 
their body movements! 
 
 
Adventure Trips: Taking children on an Adventure Trip which is just 
imaginary is more fun than a real trip. Your words and their actions 
do it all. Beginning with packing their stuff, carrying a map, water, 
food, etc. And then the journey starts with biking, climbing up and 
down mountains, bathing in a river, rock climbing, meeting some animal 
friends on the way, singing and dancing, camping at night, bonfire, 
snowfall, they do it all but in imaginations. It's fun! 
 
 
Cookie Face Challenge: The "Face the Cookie Game" is a true test of 
balance and muscle coordination. You can play this one just about 
anywhere, with any group and any age/skill level. It's the perfect 
party game for all occasions. Lean your head back and place one cookie 
in the center of your forehead. When the one-minute timer begins, you 
must move the cookie from your forehead to your mouth using only your 
facial muscles and the forces of gravity. 
 
 
Colour-Matching Freeze Dance: In this variant of the freeze game, kids 
don’t just stop dancing when the music stops. The leader says a color, 
children find any object of that color and come back to their freeze 
position. 
 
 
Honesty 
Snakes and Ladders: Have you ever played 'Snakes & Ladders' on values? 
This one is more interesting and enjoyable than the regular one. It is 
a visual representation of how much easier it is to do the wrong 
things than the right ones. The virtues like Sympathy, Unity, 
Patience, Courage, Generosity, Praise, Honesty, Confession, 
Compassion, etc. are all located in squares at the bottoms of ladders. 
 
Strengths and Weaknesses: Children are asked about one strength and 
one weakness. And then, they were asked to change that weakness into 
strength, too. This is done with the help of 'Growth Mindset' and the 
power of 'yet'.  



MARCH 2021 

   NEWSLETTER 

The students of grade 9 celebrated Women’s Day to recognise 
the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of 
women. They drew the pictures of some renowned women of 
India depicting their contribution and significance in the society. 

Women’s Day 

'Our Environment’ 

During the Science class, the students of grade 3 learnt 
how they can keep their environment clean. They made 
a hanging craft related to environment and wrote a mes-
sage on it depicting how we can save our environment. 



The students of grade 3 learnt how to wrap 
gifts. They were enthusiastic while performing 
this activity. Also, they learnt how to decorate 
gifts using paper. 

'Gift Wrapping' 

Virtual tour to Disneyland 

The kids of UKG went on a virtual 
tour to Disneyland. They were very 
excited and happy to see it. They saw 
Barbie Doll, Mickey Mouse, Haunted 
House, etc. They enjoyed a lot. 


